Driving Directions to Lehi Park (Peninsula Route)
If using a GPS, the park address is 16000 Empire Grade Road, Santa Cruz.
NOTE: To enter Lehi Park, visitors must pass through two gates. Before coming to the park, all drivers
must know the four-digit gate code. For more information, click on “Gate Info” at www.lehipark.org.
Route (longer than GPS route but with less windy roads):
1. Take Highways 85 and 17 south toward Scotts Valley / Santa Cruz.
2. At about 17 miles, exit on Mt. Hermon Road (exit 3).
3. Turn right at end of the off-ramp.
4. Proceed on Mt. Hermon Road 3.7 miles down into Felton.
5. At the stop sign in Felton, turn right onto Graham Hill Road.
6. Immediately get into the center lane and proceed 0.1 miles on Graham Hill Road.
7. Stay in the center lane, through the traffic light crossing Highway 9.
Road will become Felton Empire Road.
8. On Felton Empire Road, drive about 3.7 miles to the top of the ridge.
9. When the road ends at Empire Grade Road, turn right at the stop sign.
10. Proceed 8.7 miles. At the Lockheed fence, do not enter the Lockheed property.
11. At the Lockheed fence, you will see the Lehi Park gate on your right.
12. Unlock the electronic Empire Grade Gate for Lehi Park:
a. Stop your car where you can reach the electronic keypad.
b. Enter the four-digit code. Wait for the gate to fully open.
c. Drive through the gate. The gate will automatically close behind you.
Do NOT try to keep the gate open. If the gate starts to close, drivers behind you should
re-enter the four-digit code.
13. Follow the signs and drive along the dirt road 1.2 miles into the park.
14. Go past a short section of paved road near a Lockheed gate. Do not enter Lockheed property.
15. Continue until you reach the large Lehi Park sign and the second gate.
If the second gate is locked, open the padlock with the same four-digit code.
16. To exit the park:
a. Ensure the second gate is locked.
b. Stop your car where you can reach the keypad on the “park side” of the first gate.
Enter the same four-digit code. Proceed through the gate. The gate will close behind you.

